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Why Document?



personal development

for the creatives involved, provides 
opportunities to reflect on and critically 
assess your work in the cool light of 
day, with distance, after the event

Uses of documentation



Uses of documentation

a lasting record

a record of the work in some form can 
become part of your ‘catalogue’, it 
doesn’t just vanish

whether or not the work is deemed 
worthy of a place in your oeuvre 
(mature work), it is worthwhile to show 
the development of your work 

later on this might be more interesting / 
meaningful than you realise at the time



Uses of documentation

for funders and supporters

for anyone who supported the endeavor

we live in an age of increasing accountability and 
as arts funding becomes ever more competitive, it 
is vital to have good quality records of your work

you will need these for future applications and 
they may also be conditions of an award



Uses of documentation
good documentation is a creative work in itself

Documentation is, cannot be, a neutral 
“capture” of an event.

Documentation is unavoidably subjective and 
involves all kinds of creative decision-making both 
conscious and unconscious

A really thorough, carefully considered approach 
to documentation can lead to a piece of artwork in 
its own right.



Uses of documentation
good documentation is a creative work in itself

Documentation can become an integral 
part of your creative practice, not just 
an afterthought, or box ticking exercise

When developing a piece of work, e.g. 
preparing for a gig, think about how 
you will document it.  This might 
inform decisions you make about 
logistics and the placing of things and 
people in a really interesting way



Live, handheld, informal

Approaches to documentation

apparently spontaneous

from spectator perspective

difficult to capture consistently

difficult to watch / listen to later

does not reproduce well on most systems



God-like viewpoint, from above

A privileged view has clear advantages

However, no one experiences the event 
like this, is this a problem / issue?

Approaches to documentation



Studio-version

Even more artificial than a strategic 
documentation of the event

However, does give an opportunity for 
the work to speak for itself, to show it is 
its best light

Does not show how well (or badly) the 
work itself was received

Reproduces flawlessly on other media 
and is easy to repeat methods

Approaches to documentation



Cataloguing

Ease and low/no cost of capture of 
digital media puts all the pressure on 
editing and cataloguing

Hard drives and websites are filling 
with unedited, poorly annotated and 
described material

This is unusable and un-searchable 
“noise”



Cataloguing

Good documentation is reliant on a 
system for cataloguing and storing 
your data, you need one.

Be strict and methodical and build the 
time you need to do this into your 
project’s “time budget”.



Cataloguing

Think about where this work is 
ultimately going to reside?

YouTube
a gallery website
your own website
could it be released on CD or DVD?
On a hard drive gathering virtual dust

Are free / public websites like Vimeo 
and YouTube reliable?



How much are you recording anyway?

The more you record, the more of a burden the data 
becomes
Video is especially space expensive and time 
consuming to edit

Single camera shots are boring, multiple camera 
shots are complex to edit

Can you edit on location / live?

Do you need to record everything?

Establishing shots / context are a very important part of 
the way we read image

Practicalities



Practicalities
Depends on the type of work this is but you will all 
need to make sure you think about the following

Do you have enough media?

What’s your backup strategy?

Do you have enough battery?

Am I in the way?

Be totally independent of everyone else 
in the venue, bring all your own gear..
tape, power, stands, food, drink, 
something to read

Is your gear secure?



Practicalities
Go to the venue well in advance of the shoot / recording

Measure the space for cables

Test camera / mic positions

Check with the venue about Health 
and Safety issues before they ask you

Get to know the art work / the artist
Find out what is most important 
element to focus on

Agree on some essentials

Have your own opinion too and be 
creative with your approach



Performance

Performer / presenter should not be 
responsible for documentation

It is not possible to do a good job of 
performing and documenting

It is VERY EASY to forget to press 
record

Practicalities



Sound

What to look out for

Power supply, where is it coming from?

Microphone placement

Critical distance

Sight lines

Audience noise

Headroom

Room Tone

Practicalities

Dry and Wet signals



Video

What to look out for

Power supply, where is it coming from?

Camera positions

Practicalities

Performance lighting is different to 
rehearsal

The worse the lighting, the slower your 
cameral will respond

White balance

Soundless video?  No thanks

How will you sync. sound later?



What about the audience?
As audience members, how does 
documentation affect our experience of 
a live event?

Does it make you feel it is very 
important if lots of expensive cameras 
are around, hyping the hype?

Do you feel annoyed, rather the event 
is going on for the cameras and not for 
you?

What about being interviewed 
afterwards / pressed for an opinion?

How do you feel as part of a 
documentary crew?



What about the audience?

Audiences like to document themselves  
at an event.

They like to bootleg, get their own 
perspective, why?

Documentation is a form of work / 
activity, gives us a reason for being 
there, this is important in a work-
centered society such as ours


